Can people not tell left from right in VR? Point-to-origin studies revealed qualitative errors in visual path integration
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ABSTRACT

Even in state-of-the-art virtual reality (VR) setups, participants often feel lost when navigating through virtual environments. In psychological experiments, such disorientation is often compensated for by extensive training. The current study investigated participants’ sense of direction by means of a rapid point-to-origin task without any training or performance feedback. This allowed us to study participants’ intuitive spatial orientation in VR while minimizing the influence of higher cognitive abilities and compensatory strategies. After visually displayed passive excursions along one- or two-segment trajectories, participants were asked to point back to the origin of locomotion “as accurately and quickly as possible”. Despite using a high-quality video projection with a 84° x 63° field of view, participants’ overall performance was rather poor. Moreover, six of the 16 participants exhibited striking qualitative errors, i.e., consistent left-right confusions that have not been observed in comparable real world experiments. Taken together, this study suggests that even an immersive high-quality video projection system is not necessarily sufficient for enabling natural spatial orientation in VR. We propose that a rapid point-to-origin paradigm can be a useful tool for evaluating and improving the effectiveness of VR setups in terms of enabling natural and unencumbered spatial orientation and performance.
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1 Introduction

Most modern Virtual Reality (VR) simulators suffer from a grave malady: Severe disorientation [4, 7, 11, 19, 27]. This strong tendency to easily get lost when navigating in VR can be overcome if people (a) are allowed to physically perform the simulated actions (e.g., though physical walking or at least turning [3, 14, 10, 9, 36], (b) are provided with useful visual landmarks or a well-known visual scene [3, 9, 24, 25], and/or (c) are given sufficient time to employ higher cognitive processes like mental spatial reasoning and/or receive extensive feedback training on the task [6, 12, 24, 34].

This stands in striking contrast to the real world, where spatial orientation and spatial updating typically operate automatically and effortlessly, requiring few if any cognitive resources [5, 13, 21, 26]. Thus, most VR simulation paradigms do not empower people to use their “normal”, evolutionary-developed spatial orientation abilities. Instead, VR users often seem to resort to cognitively more demanding and computationally more expensive strategies. This might be related to the lack of robust and effortless spatial updating observed in many VR situations.

In order to determine what critical aspects of the real world are not being captured in modern VR setups, we developed an experimental paradigm that mitigates the influence of higher cognitive abilities and strategies. There are two main elements to the experimental paradigm. First, a simple and ecologically plausible task is used – rapid pointing to the origin of locomotion after visually displayed passive excursions consisting of a linear translation, a subsequent rotation, and, in some cases, a second linear translation. In a way, one could picture this task as providing the indication of a “homing vector” that points from the current position and orientation back to the starting position [14, 10]. When performed in the real world using physical walking, pointing back to the origin of travel after one- or two-segment excursions is usually perceived as quite easy and not requiring much cognitive effort or computationally demanding strategies, even when performed with limited or no visual cues [9, 28, 30]. Using a rapid pointing paradigm has the strong advantage that it neither provides the time nor the feedback necessary to develop or use higher cognitive abilities (e.g., spatial reasoning) or strategies [25]. It is important to note that participants in the present study never received any performance feedback. Second, by presenting only optic flow information using a uniformly textured ground plane, visual landmarks and other navigation aids are eliminated from the virtual environment, further restricting the possible influence of high-level strategies.

Rapid pointing after simple excursion paths is quite trivial to perform in the real world, even when all visual and auditory spatial cues and landmarks are excluded (e.g., using blindfolds and headphones displaying broad-band noise). Due to an “automatic spatial updating” of our egocentric mental spatial representation of our immediate surroundings while walking, we maintain a natural and intuitive knowledge of where we are with respect to the environment during shorter periods of travel [5, 21, 26]. We may not be perfectly accurate and precise due to accumulating path integration errors during the locomotion, but the task is relatively easy to perform in the sense that it does not require noticeable cognitive effort – we just seem to automatically “know” where we are with respect to immediate objects of interest. This is typically reflected in the subjective ease of performing the task, a minimal cognitive load, a lack of qualitative errors like left/right reversals, and rather short overall response times (typically below 2s) with little or no dependence on the angle turned or distance traveled [5, 26].

When comparable tasks are performed in a virtual environment where only path-integration based visual cues (optic flow) are provided and participants are not allowed to physically move, overall response errors increase and participants typically think more before responding [3, 9, 6, 20]. For simple spatial orientation tasks like triangle completion or estimation of turning angles, both systematic and variable errors seem to depend considerably on the display device used, with head-mounted displays and flat projection screens yielding the largest systematic and random errors, and large, curved projection screens yielding the lowest errors [8, 15, 20, 23, 29]. It seems, though, that some kind of feedback training is often critical for enabling acceptable performance in VR, even for spatial orientation tasks as simple as pointing to the origin of locomotion after short excursions. In the following, we will discuss three relevant VR-based point-to-origin studies in more detail.

Lawton and Morrin displayed simple computer-simulated rectangular mazes on a desktop monitor and asked participants to point back to the origin of travel after excursions of 3, 5, or 7 segments using a compass-like pointer [12]. Despite the simple geometry of the maze and path layout (constant segment lengths with 90° in-between turns), pointing performance showed considerable errors...
even for the simplest condition: Mean absolute pointing errors averaged around 40° for men and 60° for women and increased for increasing number of path segments. Participants who maintained some kind of “feeling” of the relative direction of the origin (similar to a homing vector) performed significantly better than those who did not. Conversely, remembering the sequence of left and right turns had detrimental effects on pointing accuracy. When participants were repeatedly asked to indicate the homing vector during the excursion, pointing errors decreased by about 10° for both men and women. Providing pointing feedback only at the end of the excursion did not, however, improve pointing performance significantly. The data suggests that continuously maintaining a representation of the direction toward the origin of travel (similar to a homing vector) was critical for good pointing performance at the end of the trajectory.

In a recent point-to-origin task performed in desktop VR [6], participants followed a visually displayed uniformly textured tunnel consisting of straight and curved segments and were asked at the end of the excursion to indicate the direction to the origin of travel (homing vector) by adjusting a simulated 3D arrow using mouse buttons. Participants were given repeated feedback about the correct pointing direction, which might have contributed to the relatively low absolute pointing errors (10°–25°). Differences between initial and final heading never exceeded 60°, which largely reduces the range of sensible pointing directions and might also have contributed to the good overall performance. To obviate this limitation, the current experiment was designed to maximize the range of correct pointing directions to span the whole range from small angles (as low as ±10°) to large angles (±180°).

In order to investigate the influence of path complexity on visual path integration performance, Wiener and Mallot used a joystick-based point-to-origin paradigm in a simple virtual environment consisting of a uniformly textured ground plane presented on a flat back-projection screen (90° × 60° FOV) [34]. Given sufficient feedback during an initial training phase, participants were able to perform the purely visual point-to-origin tasks with reasonable accuracy (20°–35° absolute pointing error), even when the excursion path included up to 4 turns (albeit always in the same direction). Performance was moreover independent of the number of turns. Response times were, however, always above two seconds, suggesting that the task was not perceived as simple. This was corroborated by subjective reports of participants and the amount of errors during the training phase. That is, instead of using quick and robust, automatic spatial updating as in the real world, participants apparently had to resort to different, computationally more demanding strategies.

The three above-mentioned VR-based studies all used extensive feedback training and unlimited response times. This allowed for fairly accurate pointing performance. In the present study, however, we aimed at investigating how well participants perform when they are never provided with any performance feedback and are asked to respond as “accurately and quickly as possible” – factors that are critical for the overall acceptability and usability of VR.

2 Methods

Sixteen naive participants (gender-balanced, with a mean age of 23.75 years) completed the experiment. Participation was voluntary and payed at standard rates. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

2.1 Stimuli and apparatus

Participants were seated at a distance of 89cm from a flat projection screen (1.68m width × 1.26m height, corresponding to a field of view of about 84° × 63°), as illustrated in Figure 1. The virtual environment was quite simple and consisted of a textured flat ground plane that did not contain any absolute orientation or distance cues. The ground plane texture was selected to contain both a broad range of spatial frequencies and a high contrast in order to provide strong optic flow about the distance traveled and angles turned. Note, however, that the virtual scene did not contain any useful landmark information that participants could have used for determining their position or orientation relative to the origin of locomotion. Visual stimuli were projected non-stereoscopically using a JVC D-ILA DLA-SX21S video projector with a resolution of 1400 × 1050 pixels.

In a high immersion condition, participants wore active noise canceling headphones (Sennheiser HMEC 300) playing several mixed layers of flowing water. In addition, the curtains on both sides of the projection screen were closed, such that participants could neither see nor hear the surrounding laboratory (see Fig. 1). In a second, low immersion condition, participants wore no headphones, and the curtains on both sides of the projection screen were opened, such that the surrounding lab was visible. Care was taken to adjust the light level in the lab to be similar to the curtains in the high immersion condition. We hypothesized that the high-immersion condition might help to reduce the conflict between the simulated virtual scene depicting a simulated self-motion and the physical reference frame of the VR setup and surrounding lab which was stationary [22], and thus indirectly facilitate spatial orientation and in particular the updating of one’s position and orientation in VR.

2.2 Procedure and experimental design

Each trial consisted of a passive motion phase, a pointing phase, and a fixed inter-trial interval. The motion phase consisted of a translation along a first segment s1 (8 m/s maximum translational velocity, with a brief acceleration and deceleration phase to avoid motion sickness), followed by a rotation (30°/s), and a subsequent translation along a second segment s2 (same velocity as for s1). For the one-segment experiments, the second translation was omitted. Upon arriving at the end of the trajectory, participants were asked to point “as accurately and quickly as possible” to the origin of locomotion as if they had physically moved (pointing phase). The inter-trial interval consisted of a 3s period where the screen was blanked, and a 2s interval where participants were instructed to prepare for the next trial. The turning direction was alternated between trials to reduce the occurrence of potential motion aftereffects and motion sickness, but was not analyzed separately.

Pointing was performed using a modified game pad as an input device (see Figure 1). The pointing device consisted of a 18cm long thin (2mm) plastic rod that was attached to a standard game pad. Participants were instructed to hold the top end of the pointer with their index finger and thumb of their preferred hand, and the bottom end of the pointer with the index finger and thumb of the opposite hand as indicated above. Pre-tests had shown that this allows for more accurate pointing than simply using a joystick (which is often
used in pointing studies), most likely because ones uses both hands and a precision grip on a simple, straight rod that is rotationally symmetric. Participants indicated that the pointing device was easy and intuitive to use.

Note that participants were never provided with any performance feedback throughout the experiment to mitigate the usage of cognitive strategies or recalibration. Furthermore, participants were asked to point “as accurately and quickly as possible” to reduce the likelihood of them building up any abstract geometric representations—like, for example, a top-down view of the path geometry, as was observed in experiments were participants were given unlimited response time [24]. This was important for the purpose of the experiment, as we were interested in testing if participants were able to orient themselves naturally, i.e., quickly and intuitively (most likely through automatic spatial updating), without any need for feedback training and/or computationally expensive processing. Previous studies had shown that participants can indeed perform triangle completion and point-to-origin tasks in VR relatively well if given unlimited response time and sufficient feedback training [6, 12, 34]. The experiment consisted of four parts: A practice phase, followed by a two-segment familiarization experiment, a two-segment main experiment, and a final one-segment experiment.

2.2.1 Real-world practice phase
Before the main experiment, participants received written and oral instructions and were given a demonstration by the experimenter. Furthermore, participants were asked to walk physically with eyes closed along at least five 2-segment paths in the actual lab and use the pointing device (which was for that purpose detached from the computer) to point back to the origin of locomotion. Pointing back to the origin of locomotion after a 2-segment real-world excursion was perceived as rather trivial, but served well to familiarize participants with the experimental task and pointing device without providing them with any specific feedback that could be used in the actual experiment. In fact, none of the participant showed any problems or qualitative errors (like left/right confusions) in the practice phase from the very beginning, and quantitative errors were minimal. Once participants indicated that they did not need any more practice trials and clearly understood the instructions, experimental procedures, and task requirements for the VR test, they proceeded with the familiarization experiment. For all VR conditions, participants were instructed to treat the visual motion simulation as if it originated from an actual self-motion, and to respond as if they had actually moved (just like in the real-world practice phase).

2.2.2 Two-segment familiarization experiment
In order to reduce the impact of learning effects on the main experiment, all participants first performed a familiarization experiment. The familiarization experiment consisted of 22 trials, consisting of a factorial combination of 2 lengths of $s_1$ (16m, 24m) × 5 turning angles $\gamma$ (30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, 170°; randomized) × 2 turning directions (left, right; alternating) × 2 repetitions per condition, plus 4 baseline trials (randomly interspersed) without any answers between the two segments (2 lengths of $s_1$ (16m, 24m; randomized) × 2 repetitions for $\gamma = 0°$).

2.2.4 One-segment experiment
A large amount of variation across different studies seems to be caused by problems in perceiving and encoding visually simulated turns [9, 3, 24, 23]. This naturally raises the question as to whether some of the errors observed in the main experiment above are caused by problems in veridically perceiving and encoding the visually presented turning angles. To control for this possibility, all participants performed a subsequent one-segment experiment. The task was simply to point back to the origin of locomotion after being presented with a visually simulated passive forward translation ($s_1 = 16m$) followed by a passive rotation with angle $\gamma$, but no additional second translation. As in the main experiment, each participant performed two sessions (“high immersion” and “low immersion”) in balanced order (same order as in the main experiment). The one-segment experiment consisted of 28 trials per session: a factorial combination of 6 turning angles $\gamma$ (30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, 170°; randomized) × 2 turning directions (left, right; alternating) × 2 repetitions per condition, plus 4 baseline trials (randomly interspersed) without any turn after the translation (4 repetitions for $\gamma = 0°$).

2.2.5 One-segment encoding control experiment
In order to rule out the possibility that the new pointing device induced a systematic measurement error and to further investigate the potential influence of misperceiving the visually displayed rotations, we ran a new set of seven naive but psychophysically experienced observers (all male) in a modified version of the one-segment experiment (low immersion condition). Unlike in the previous experiment, participants were now given explicit advance information about the upcoming turn. That is, participants were told verbally about the exact turning angle and turning direction (e.g., “120° left”) prior to the onset of each trial (and thus, in principle, had all the information they needed to determine the location of the origin). This procedure should essentially eliminate all errors from the encoding phase (building up an internal representation of the angle turned and trajectory traveled), such that all remaining errors should stem from problems with determining the proper response (mental spatial reasoning phase) and/or problems in actually performing the intended pointing response (execution phase). See [24] for a discussion of these three different phases in the context of a triangle completion task in VR.

2.2.6 Dependent variables
Apart from a graphical analysis, pointing performance was quantified in terms of response time and mean angular deviation. The response time was calculated as the time until the pointer was deflected by 95%. The mean angular deviation can be conceived as the circular statistics counterpart of the standard deviation and is a measure of the variability or consistency of the pointing data per participant and condition [2].

3 Results and Discussion
The pointing data were quantified using repeated measures ANOVAs for both dependent measures and the factors immersion condition, length of the first segment $s_1$, and turning angle $\gamma$. The no-turn condition ($\gamma = 0°$) was excluded from the ANOVA as it was intended as a baseline condition. Surprisingly, the immersion condition did not show any significant main effects at all for any of the dependent measures. Thus, it seems as if immersion either did...
not play an important role for the point-to-origin task used, or the manipulation was too subtle to be effective. For the further analysis, the data was pooled over the two immersion conditions and the turning directions (which were not the focus of the current study). The pooled data are summarized in Figure 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7.

3.1 Response times
Mean response times in the familiarization experiment were already quite short (1.31s, with 1.46s standard deviation (SD)) and decreased further in the main experiment (0.97s on average, 0.50s SD, see Fig. 7). Response times in both two-segment experiments did not show any significant relation to the turning angle. Unexpectedly, response times in the one-segment experiment were 1.37s on average (SD: 0.80s) and thus noticeably higher than in the main experiment. As more processing time was apparently needed directly after a rotation, one might argue that participants might have perceived the rotations as more difficult to update and needed more processing time for rotations than translations. This bears some resemblance to spatial updating studies where rotations are typically found to be harder to imagine than translations [26, 16, 21]. Interestingly, the one-segment experiment revealed a marginally significant tendency toward decreasing response times for larger turning angles (F(5, 75) = 2.25, p = 0.058), as if turns became easier to update with increasing turning angles.

3.2 Pointing errors
As can be seen in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5, the pointing data were rather noisy and showed considerable variability both within-subjects and between-subjects. The pointing data for the smaller turning angles show an interesting feature that is to the best of our knowledge not known from blindfolded walking studies (see, however, discussion in subsection 4.1): The pointing responses for 30° rotations (see Fig. 2, left subplot) show for example that ten of the 16 participants pointed leftward, which is at least roughly the direction toward the origin, whereas the pointing directions for the other six participants (right subplot) seem to be mirrored with respect to the current observer orientation in the virtual scene. Careful analysis of all the experimental conditions revealed that the participant population clustered indeed into two distinct groups that exhibited qualitatively different overall pointing behavior: For turns to the left, the proper pointing direction is always to the left and vice versa. Ten of the 16 participants pointed indeed consistently in the correct overall direction, that is, leftwards for left turns and rightwards for right turns (at least for turning angles γ ≤ 90°). The other six participants pointed, however, consistently into the wrong direction (see Fig. 2-4). That is, when the excursion path contained a counterclockwise (left) turn, they pointed consistently to the right instead of to the left and vice versa, even though left turns should always result in leftwards pointings for turning angles <180°. This group of participants will in the following be termed “left-right inverters”. The left-right errors are most clearly visible for smaller turning angles. For larger turns, pointing directions are more noisy and left-right side errors might be confounded with the large estimations of the actual turning angle indicated in Figure 5. If the presented turning angles are overestimated, a 150° left turn might, for example, be perceived as a 200° left turn, and the resulting pointing direction would then be rightwards (consistent with a 200° turn, as for participant ID 13) and not leftwards (consistent with a 150° turn). Due to the observed qualitative pointing errors (left-right inversions), we refrained from analyzing the signed or absolute pointing errors and analyzed only the response time and mean angular deviation, which are both unaffected by the left-right inversion.

Mean angular deviation The mean angular deviation showed a clear influence of the turning angle γ (F(5, 75) = 6.88, p < .0005** for the two-segment main experiment and F(5, 75) = 3.90, p = .003** for the one-segment experiment). As can be seen in Figure 7, the mean angular deviation was lowest in the no-turn condition and 30° condition and gradually increased with increasing turning angles. This implies that participants were less consistent (more variable) in their pointing responses for increasing turning angles. This might be related to the increased task difficulty for larger turning angles and/or increasing uncertainties in the estimation of the turning angles.

Correlation between left-right inversion and post-experimental data Even though the reasons underlying the observed left-right inversions are not fully understood yet (see subsection 4.1), it is interesting to note that left-right inversion was associated with lower spatial abilities as measured using a
Figure 4: Mean pointing directions for the different turning angles $\gamma$ and lengths of $s_1$ of the 2-segment main experiment, plotted as in Figure 3. The bottom subplots represent data from the six left-right inverters (depicted in reddish colors), the top subplots shows data from the ten non-inverters.

Figure 5: Mean pointing directions for the different turning angles $\gamma$ of the one-segment experiment, plotted as in Figure 2 and separated into inverters (bottom) an non-inverters (top). Note the increasing absolute pointing errors and within- and between-subject pointing variability for increasing turning angles.

Figure 6: Mean pointing directions for the the one-segment encoding control experiment, plotted as in Figure 5. Note the high pointing accuracy (low systematic pointing errors) and precision (low within- and between-subject variability, indicated by the mean pointing vector length close to 1).
standard paper-and-pencil test [31] (8.7 points for the inverters vs. 15.2 for the non-inverters; t(14) = 4.72, p < .0005**). Furthermore, it turned out that five of the six left-right inverters were female, whereas the non-inverters were predominately male (7/10, \( \chi^2(1, N = 16) = 4.27, p = .039^* \)). General computer usage did not show a significant difference between the two groups (1.52 vs. 2.36 hours/day on average for the inverts and non-inverts, respectively; \( t(14) = 1.14, p = .22 \)), which argues against a general benefit of using computers. 3D computer game experience, however, showed a significant effect: None of the inverts had any 3D computer game experience, whereas six of the ten inverts did (\( \chi^2(1, N = 16) = 5.76, p = .016^* \)).

### 3.3 One-segment encoding control experiment

Data from the one-segment encoding control experiment are summarized in Figures 6 and 7. Compared to the previous one-segment experiment, the encoding experiment where participants had advance knowledge about the upcoming turning angle showed a considerable decrease in pointing errors and pointing variability (both within- and between-subjects). In fact, systematic pointing errors were minimal. This suggests that the large pointing errors found in the previous experiments might be largely caused by an encoding error or a mental computation error: that is, participants might have misperceived the turning angle, and/or might have been unable to infer or mentally compute the proper response from the given information. Note, however, that differences in the participant population might also have contributed. Overall response times were somewhat higher than in the previous experiments, which suggests that participants needed more cognitive resources to perform the task. This is consistent with participants stating that they perceived the task as “unexpectedly extremely difficult”.

The high overall pointing accuracy in the encoding control experiment suggests that the pointing device and procedure induced little systematic execution errors. In fact, despite using a rather simple pointing device, response times, pointing accuracy, and mean angular deviations in the encoding control experiment were roughly comparable to previous spatial updating experiments that used a similar rapid pointing paradigm but a technically more advanced, two-handed, position-tracked pointing wand [25, 22]. Furthermore, all participants of the current study reported that pointing device was easy and intuitive to use. Taken together, this suggests that the pointing methodology was appropriate and did not contribute to the qualitative errors overall and the observed difficulty of the point-to-origin task.

### 4 General discussion and conclusions

#### 4.1 Origin of left-right inversions

The consistent left-right inversions observed for six of the 16 participants in the present study bears resemblance to differences in pointing strategies observed by Gramann et al. using point-to-origin experiment in desktop VR [6]: In their study, only five of the twelve participants updated their heading according to the visual turns (so-called “turners”). The other seven participants responded as if still facing the original direction (north) (“non-turners”). These left-right inversions observed in VR studies resemble real-world data from imagined walking experiments using two-segment excursion [1, 9]. Instead of using a pointing method, participants in these real world studies were asked turn to face the origin as if they had actually walked the excursion trajectory. Participants failed to update heading changes during the imagined rotation between the first and second segment, and responded as if standing at the to-be-imagined location, but still facing the initial orientation (north). Similar failures to update rotations were observed by Klatzky and colleagues when only optic flow information presented on a HMD indicated the trajectory or when participants watched another person walk the excursion path [9]. Only when participants actually walked the path or at least physically executed the turn between the two segments did they properly incorporate the rotation, which corroborates the often posited importance of physical motion cues for automatic spatial updating [5, 18, 21, 26, 36].

Gramann et al. [6] argued that the turners in their study used an egocentric strategy, whereas the non-turners used an allocentric strategy. Following this line of reasoning, one might be tempted to conclude that the six participants who consistently produced left-right inversion errors in the current experiment were “non-turners” and hence did not update their facing direction according to the vi-
ual stimulus at all. The other twelve participants would then be categorized as turners. To give an example, if participants are presented with a two-segment isoceles path containing a 60° left turn, the turners would point 150° to the left, whereas the non-turners would be expected to point 150° to the right (see Fig. 4). As we will argue below, this interpretation is consistent with most, but not all, of the data from the two-segment experiments of the present study: For “non-turners”, the origin of locomotion is always behind them (unless $s_2 > s_1$, which was never the case for the current studies). Hence, they should always point backward (i.e., egocentric pointing angles $\alpha > 90^\circ$), and not forward ($\alpha < 90^\circ$). One of the left-right inverting participants in the current study did, however, point consistently forward for the 150° and 170° turns (see Fig. 4, participant ID 1). This suggests that the left-right inversion observed in the current study cannot be fully explained by a simple failure to update rotations that are not physically performed.

We are currently running a control experiment similar to the encoding control experiment, but using psychophysically inexperienced, naïve participants and advance information about the turning angle but not direction. When debriefed, all those participants could correctly name the simulated turning directions for a given trajectory, even though some of them showed left-right inversions in their pointing responses. This suggests that left-right inversion is not just caused by a misperception of one’s turning direction indicated by the visual stimulus. Moreover, several of those left-right inverters pointed consistently forward ($\alpha < 90^\circ$) for turns $\geq 150^\circ$, which corroborates our earlier argument that simple failure to update a visually presented turn might not be sufficient to explain the current data.

For the one-segment experiment, where the second translation was omitted, Gramann et al.’s line of reasoning would predict that turners would properly incorporate the turn and hence point in the direction of $180^\circ - \gamma$ (where $\gamma$ was the turning angle). For a 60° left turn, turners would hence be expected to point 180° − 60° = 120° to the left. Conversely, non-turners would be expected to not incorporate the turn and respond as if still facing north (the initial heading direction). Hence, non-turners should always point to 180° (i.e., directly backward or south), independent of the size and direction of the turning angle. As can be seen from Figure 2 and 5, this was clearly not the case. Participants who consistently produced left-right errors in the two-segment experiment produced the same consistent left-right errors in the one-segment experiment. Thus, the one-segment experiment seems to disprove the assumption of Gramann and colleagues about “non-turners”, at least for the current data and experimental procedure.

Note, however, that it might also be conceivable that all the left-right inverters suddenly and consistently switched strategy for the one-segment experiment (potentially because they realized that always pointing to 180° is somewhat absurd and might make them look silly). Such a switch in response strategy was in fact observed by Avraamides and colleagues [1] when participants were asked to indicate the direction to the origin of locomotion after an imagined excursion using a bodily response (turning to face the origin as if they had actually walked the path): For two segment excursions, participants responded as if they failed to update their heading, just as in the study by Klatsky et al. [9]. When presented with one-segment paths, however, the same participants apparently switched response strategy and correctly incorporated the rotation and turned to face the origin. This is a critical difference to the current study, where the left-right inverters did not switch to a correct strategy for the one-segment experiment (if they switched strategy at all), but instead produced the same left-right pointing errors as before.

In Sum, we have so far admittedly no conclusive explanation for the origin of the observed consistent left-right inversions in VR. Failure to update rotations might explain some, but not all, of our data. We can only speculate that updating/computing a homing vector might be difficult or confusing in VR because of the lack of physical motion cues, the absence of landmarks, and/or the fact that the pointing target remains mostly outside of the field of view of the visual display. We are currently planning experiments to test these hypothesis. Furthermore, the observed qualitative errors might simply disappear if a verbal response is used instead of a bodily response like pointing, as was the case in the imagined walking study by Avraamides et al. [1]: According to a recently proposed “sensorimotor interference hypothesis”, the perceived discrepancy between the physical orientation (which remained unchanged) and the to-be-imagined or visually simulated orientation creates an interference at the response level if (and only if) a bodily response like pointing or turning one’s body is used [16, 17, 22, 32, 35].

Hence, VR users might well be able to update some kind of “cognitive heading” deliberately, which allows for verbal or other responses that are somewhat detached from one’s bodily reference frame. Whenever a more embodied response like pointing, grasping, or turning is required, however, VR setups that provide neither physical motion cues nor useful landmarks might be insufficient. This might severely limit the effectiveness and user acceptance of VR at large, in particular for tasks where robust and effortless (i.e., natural) spatial orientation is essential.

4.2 Automatic spatial updating versus effortful cognitive processing

The small overall response times and the lack of an increase in response time for increasing turning angles and number of path segments suggests that participant performed some mental spatial computations like updating a homing vector already during the simulated motion, and did not wait until the end of the trajectory was reached. The overall large mean angular deviations and the striking qualitative errors (consistent left-right inversions observed for six of the 16 participants) provide, however, strong evidence that spatial updating was by no means automatic and effortless, despite apparently occurring online during the simulated motion. This lack of automatic spatial updating was corroborated by participants’ subjective ratings of task difficulty: Only one participant rated the task as easy, whereas eight participants rated the task as medium difficult and seven as quite difficult. Some participants even mentioned explicitly that they were often unsure which direction (left or right) they had to point to – something that is not observed for real-world tasks, even with eyes closed. The fact that the left-right inverters also showed significantly lower mental spatial abilities further suggests that participants were not able to use automatic spatial updating, but instead had to resort to more cognitive strategies like abstract mental spatial reasoning. Even in the one segment encoding control experiment, where experienced psychophysical observers were provided with explicit verbal information about the turning angle and direction, the task was rated as “extremely difficult”.

In summary, this study suggests that even an immersive, high-resolution video projection setup is not necessarily sufficient for enabling quick and intuitive spatial orientation and automatic spatial updating when only optic flow cues without any landmarks are available. The fact that observers in the currently study did not actively control the visually displayed motions can presumably be excluded as a contributing factor, as previous studies demonstrated that actively executing a motion is not required for automatic spatial updating, at least for physical motions [33, 36]. It is interesting to note that immersion did not seem to play any significant role in the task used, even though one might imagine that a higher degree of immersion might be able to reduce the interference between the physical and visually simulated orientation and thus facilitate the updating of heading [22].

Recent studies showed that extensive feedback training can be employed to increase accuracy for a given task [6, 12, 24, 34]. The relatively long response times, and the high cognitive demand and
rated task difficulty that are often observed in those studies suggest, however, that participants still do not have a robust and effortless spatial orientation comparable to real-world performance. This is in agreement with spatial updating studies that found a lack of automatic spatial updating whenever simulated self-rotations where not physically performed [3, 9, 36] and/or only optic flow stimuli without useful landmarks were presented [9, 22, 36]. Hence, it remains an open question and a considerable technological and scientific challenge to determine whether visual information devoid of any landmarks might in principle be capable for enabling robust and effortless, natural spatial orientation in simulated environments. If so, then this would be of substantial impact both for our understanding of human spatial orientation and for the design of human-centered, lean yet effective ego-motion simulators. Using a rapid point-to-origin paradigm in VR proved to be a powerful method for investigating human spatial orientation under carefully controlled and repeatable stimulus conditions, and we propose that measuring the occurrence of qualitative errors might be a simple yet effective way of evaluating the perceptual quality of a given VR setup and, in particular, its capability in enabling natural and unencumbered spatial behavior and performance.
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